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Abstract- Distributed Energy Resources are proving 
to be essential for enabling a utility to reach every 
nook and corner of the inhabitation and hence a 
proper efficient integrated strategy for maintaining 
reliability and cost efficiency is to be adopted. This 
paper evolves a literature survey on the optimal 
control strategy for renewable energy based micro 
grids. The inherent flexibility of a micro grid (MG) 
to operate in island mode and grid mode emphasizes 
the need for managing sharing of load, regulate 
voltage while mitigating problems in power quality. 
Since energy storage is a critical component of the 
micro grid operation, optimal control and power 
management strategies of hybrid power system is also 
included in the survey. 

 
Index Terms-- Energy management, micro grids, 
optimal control, DERs, OCPs, Hybrid power system 
and Power management strategy. 
 

I. Introduction 
 
Since the introduction of enormous scale power 
generation victimization fossil fuels, the results of 
pollution and therefore the quicker depletion of fossil 
fuels raised alarm resulting in seek for new 
alternatives. The renewable energy sources give one 
such a chance, albeit they're sparsely distributed. [44]. 
Of the various methods on the market, the droop 
management technique, this limit current sharing 
management specially for dc-dc convertors for 
freelance voltage feedback loop were mentioned a 
three level ranked management algorithmic program is 
most commonly used that uses low metric 
communication (LBC) [3].This algorithmic program 
minimizes the match among the converters output 
voltages as a result of droop method; however, the 
results of cable resistance wasn't considered [ 10]. A 
unique droop technique appropriate for device 
operations, wherever within the output current at its 
peak is compared with the set current for voltage 
regulation of each device is taken into account in this 

paper. A recursive procedure achieves larger 
performance at the rated voltage and power is indicated. 
[2]A DC bus signal technique allows the convertors to 
work autonomously to stabilize the amount of voltage 
on the DC bus [4]. The reality of depletion of fossil 
fuels and therefore the causes of pollution, 
recognized, the renewable energy resources in spite of 
their limitations of being intermittent in nature, were 
thought-about for Supplementing the grid by suggests 
that of Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES) [45]. 
During this sort of arrangement, a combination and 
match of renewable energy resources like solar, wind 
etc let alone fuel cell to fulfill the purchaser’s 
demands are created. This but can boost the 
complexities of management as every supply has its 
typical characteristics. This is often achieved by 
Power Management System (PMS).The various 
mixtures of energy sources studied in literature are: 

 Micro-turbine/FC (fuel cell) system or 
Micro turbine/wind system 

 Gas-turbine/FC system or Diesel/FC system 
 PV (photo voltaic)/battery or 

PV/FC/electrolyzer or PV/diesel system 
 Wind/PV/FC/electrolyzer/battery system 
 PV/FC/electrolyzer/battery system 
 FC/battery, or super-capacitor system or Wind/FC 

system 
 Wind/diesel system or Wind/PV/battery system 

 
1. Diesel/wind/PV system or PV/FC/ SMES 
(super conducting magnetic energy system).whereas 
solar and wind generation is that the foremost in 
renewable energy power generation, the hybrid 
technique of generation needs up so far power 
management methods for economic operation , weather 
prediction etc. This paper focuses on enhancements in 
power management of hybrid systems. The section wise 
organization of the paper is: section II- best 
management Techniques, Section III-Power 
management methods, Section IV- Challenges and 
future trends, Section V – Conclusion. 
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II.  Optimal Control Techniques 

Optimality in micro grids is directly linked to 
commensurate reduction in use of fossil fuels, while 
maintaining stability and reliability, efficient 
management of storage units. The classification of the 
best practices is as in Fig.1 

 

 
 

Storage units. The classification of the best practices is 
as in Fig.1 Optimal power flow (OPF) 
 
The variability in power from renewable energy 
sources, the `reverse power flow at the distribution 
boundaries etc. provides a troublesome state of affairs 
for optimum power flow of the MG. These issues area 
unit addressed in papers at [ 14], [15]. The target of 
each management is to form the most out of the facility 
accessibility at intervals of the MG, Vis- a-Vis the load 
demand. During this context the system model is 
mentioned in [16]. 
 
2.1. Load shedding 

 
In the event of severe faults on the system, the 
maintainability of voltage is at stake. This ends up in 
voltage and frequency instability. An acceptable use of 
protecting algorithms under voltage load shedding 
(UVLS) and below frequency load shedding are place 
in situ. The importance of load shedding and optimal 
control area unit well given in [17], [18]. 

 
2.2. Economic dispatch 

 
This facet was mentioned for the models of island 
operation and grid operation of the small Grid. The 
link between economical operation and non 

autonomous operation is as shown in [19], [20] 
wherever the maximization of production in DERs and 
exchange of power in MGs with improvement in island 
mode of operation of small grids in mentioned in 
[ 21], [22]. 

 
2.3. Demand side management (DSM) 

 
Energy users at the load aspect facilitate the steadiness 
of the grid, by voluntarily shedding the load, at a 
premium. For this the utility and operators of grid treat 
demand response being a dispatch resource. In [ 23], 
associate autonomous centralized strategy planned for 
DSM MG supports a multi-agent system. The MGs 
with smart devices (entities) that adapt the DSM 
strategy for programming the connecting moments of 
shift ready devices thus on regulate the load 
consumption curve to associate objective load 
consumption curve. Reference [ 24] proposes twin 
rating schemes to predict the adoption of DSM in 
each MG by utilizing of a game-theoretic framework. a 
consistent approach, using a game-theoretic 
perspective that pulls the participation of the users 
through economic incentives, is detailed in [25]. 

 
2.4. Carbon dioxide emissions (CDE) 

 
The reduction of emissions is one among the principal 
goals of the assorted SG (smart grid) architectures. 
Consequently exception of MG, whether or not or not 
it's operational grid- connected or isolated. Some 
analysis papers have prioritized in their worth operate 
of the optimization algorithm and constraints, variables 
directly in addition to CDE to be reduced, as 
elaborated in [26], [38]. 

 
2.5. Predictive optimization 

 
The model optimization control (MPC) algorithmic 
program optimizes the value perform inside the 
constraints as a decrease challenge, specified the 
management objectives are achieved, as was 
mentioned in references [ 27], [ 28]. Papers [ 29] and 
[ 33] discuss the event of MG with MPC. Likewise in 
papers cited at [29] and [30] the supervisor MPC 
manages the distributed management strategy for 
guaranteeing the energy balance in MG. equally in 
[31], a hydrogen- based MG is intended for OPC 
employing a super ordinate MPC. Within the paper 
[ 32] the authors have given a MPC and EMS on 
centralized bases that optimize the dispatch of stored 
energy. 
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2.6. MILP 
 
The optimization drawback solved by mistreatment 
designated variables as solely integers, others being 
non integers, the approach is critical once the DERs 
employed in MG square measure integers, that 
invariably they're. The authors in [ 34], [ 43] applied 
MILP to a system comprising turbine / solar unit / 
electric cell and electric battery. Within the papers [35], 
[36] a centralized DSM strategies for a facility theme 
for maintain energy balance trough EMS was 
mentioned. Here a chunk wise linear model solves the 
improvement model victimization MILP that ensures 
optimality. Further [20], [37] and [38] discuss the MLP 
applied in MGs. 

 
2.7. Non-classic optimization techniques 

 
Several other optimization techniques for similar 
purposes are listed below: 
 

 Niching evolutionary algorithm (NEA) [43]. 
 Genetic algorithms (GA) [26], [39]. 
 Game theory and multi-agents [23], [25]. 
 Adaptive search algorithms [40], [41]. 
 Mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) 

[42]. 
 

III. Power Management Strategies (PMS) 

A very best power management strategy among the 
assorted energy sources in HRES is important as a result 
of, the ability output from renewable sources is 
discontinuous and dependent on many uncontrolled 
conditions. The dynamic interaction between numerous 
energy sources, energy storage systems and masses, 
frequently needs an alert study of the transient response 
of the systems. The ability control strategy Ought to 
guarantee high system potency and high responsibility 
with least price. The most objective of the PMS ought 
to be providing the height demand in the slightest 
degree times. Within the hybrid systems, FC is future 
energy storage choice in demand and has multiple 
blessings [46]. However, the FC has some 
disadvantages like slow dynamics and dreadful 
conditions, as a result of repeated start-up and close up 
cycles. Thence batteries area unit used as short term 
energy storage systems in such hybrid systems to 
require care of power deficits. The mixture of FC and 
battery together with PV and Wind helps in making 
certain uninterrupted power provide to the load. The key 
parameters that influences the best power management 
strategy are summarized as follows: opportunity cost, 

budget items, time period and days of autonomy of 
storage devices (such as batteries and FCs), State of 
charge of storage devices or the force per unit area of 
chemical element tanks just incase of chemical element 
energy systems, the quantity of start- ups and close up 
cycles for banking industry and electrolyzer. The 
literature on power management strategy is kind of 
intensive and includes numerous configurations of the 
hybrid Systems involving PV, wind etc. Caisheng Wang 
et al. propose power management of ac-linked complete 
hybrid wind/PV/FC energy system [48]. Ipsakis et al. 
[47] Instructed 3 power management methods for a 
hybrid PV/Wind/FC/B Battery(B) system with chemical 
element production exploita- tion Electrolyzer. The 
ability control methods area unit compared supported a 
sensitivity analysis by considering some constraints 
like State of Charge of batteries and output power from 
cell. The vital call factors within the power control 
methods area unit the ability delivered by the renewable 
energy sources and therefore the State of Charge of the 
batteries. These PMS powerfully have an effect on the 
time period of assorted subsystems, principally the FC 
and Electrolyzer. The another study indicates that one 
dispatch Strategy cannot yield best results below 
dynamic operational Conditions and thence suggests a 
combined dispatch strategy [ 46].In a separate analysis, 
the authors analyzed a PV/FC/B hybrid system 
exploitation 3management methods, where by they 
ascertained the second control strategy to supply best 
hybrid system potency [49].In addition, a good 
investigation of PV/FC hybrid systems exploitation 
battery or super- capacitors has been carried for utility 
(AC) masses. The authors have delineate power 
management of HRES either for a strictly AC load [50] 
or a mixture of AC and DC masses [51]. However, the 
motive behind the study is to know the intricacies 
concerned in planning controllers for PV/ FC/B Hybrid 
systems line remote DC masses. Foreign DC load might 
be a telecommunication load or a crucial load like 
Hospital and defense institution. The present literature 
positively provides a background for the analysis. 
However, Associate in Nursing in-depth discussion on 
style and operation of controllers to control the ability 
flow for typical DC load applications is needed. The 
key objective of the work is to style a sturdy 
management strategy for a PV–FC–Battery hybrid 
system that may extract most power from the sources 
(PV and FC) and charge the battery optimally. The 
surplus power within the system ought to be managed at 
intervals the storage units (battery and electrolyzer-H2 
tanks). Prabodh bajpai et al. [52] proposes a PMS that 
ensures that the load is provided uninterruptedly and 
therefore the battery is charged at intervals the utmost 
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nominal charging rate by suggests that of a 2 stage 
charging technique.The management algorithmic rule 
suppresses the short term fluctuations in PV and cargo 
power by the utilization of battery. Therefore it 
prevents frequent beginning or stopping of the FC and 
electrolyzer by reducing their change cycles. 
Additionally, it eliminates the necessity for a dump 
load within the system by matching the ability drawn 
from the sources (PV and FC) to the load and 
electrolyzer demand. “Kang and Wonet al. [53] planned 
an influence Management System for a PV/FC/Battery 
hybrid system supported the value of battery and FC. 
The authors have geared toward decreasing the quantity 
of alteration over FC and battery by introduction of 
measurement and time delay parts to the standard 
strategy. Jianget al. [51] conferred a good energy control 
strategy and Simulated in virtual work (VTB) 
atmosphere for a PV/FC/Battery system connected to the 
dc bus through acceptable dc-dc power converters and 
controls. The PV-Battery scheme was controlled in 2 
modes, specifically the MPPT mode and therefore the 
bus (battery) voltage limit (BVL) mode. The BVL mode 
prevents the battery from overcharging and therefore the 
MPPT mode attracts most power from the PV module. 
Similarly, another control strategy was designed to 
manage the FC output current through a lift device and 
regulate the bus (battery) voltage by a pelvic 
inflammatory disease controller. Trifkovic et, al. [54] 
delineate an influence management theme for a 
wind/PV/ Electrolyzer/ FC integrated standalone system 
exploitation localized. Accommodative model prediction 
management and deciding techniques. It had been well-
tried that running the Electrolyzer below its rated power 
improved the potency of renewable energy generated and 
thereby a better chemical element generation. A 
generalized formulation for intelligent energy 
management of a small grid was planned by Chaouachi 
et al. [55] exploitation AI techniques conjointly with 
linear- programming-based multi-objective 
optimization. The plan- ned multi-objective intelligent 
energy management aims to reduce the operation price 
and therefore the emission levels of a small grid, taking 
into consideration its pre-operational variables as future 
accessibility of renewable energies and cargo demand. 
Associate in nursing energy management system 
supported Associate in nursing intelligent technique viz. 
distributed AI with gray prediction has been adopted for 
Associate in Nursing autonomous poly generation MG 
in [ 56].Garcıet,al. [57] Combined optimization with 
mathematical logic control for energy management in a 
very HRES system and showed improved 
performance. Managing uncertainties arising from 
renewable generation and cargo demand predictions also 

are thought of as objectives for optimum operation of a 
HRES system. Mohammadi et al. [58] used the Hong's 
purpose Estimate technique (PEM) to optimize a SG by 
modeling the uncertainty within the renewable power 
generation, the market costs and therefore the load 
demands. Additional investigation in referee. [19] was 
done by applying Associate in Nursing economical 
random frame- work by the utilization of likelihood 
density perform of every unsure variable and game 
equipment mechanism situa- tions rather than the Hong's 
estimate. The random framework captured some 3times 
additional uncertainties than the settled Framework”. 
The on top of explicit works offer a distinct approach to 
EM compared to traditional methods supported simply 
the SOC and power balances [20,21]. 

 

 
 
Fig.2 Stand-alone hybrid renewable energy system 

 

Fig.2 shows the stand-alone hybrid alternative energy 
system consisting of wind, PV, FC, electrolyzer, and 
battery. Wind and PV are the primary power sources 
of the system to take full advantage of renewable 
energy, and the FC–electrolyzer combination is used 
as a backup and a long-term storage system. 

 
IV. Challenges And Future Trends In Hres 

Challenges with integration the renewable generation 
into an influence system area unit associated with 
intermittent power availableness in addition as 
variations in their dynamic response characteristics as 
compared with typical synchronous machines. The 
issues related to voltage controls area unit poor load 
sharing and current current between converters. The 
explanations for variations from the constant output 
voltage area unit sudden changes within the input power, 
load, constant variations, and error in voltage and 
current feedback”. The current issue can arise if there's 
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a twin within the converters output voltages. 

 
1. To develop optimal integrated control strategies 
that can make balance the power flow in MG and 
mitigate the flow of circulating currents between the 
converters. 
2. An evaluation and comparison of the different 
control strategies. 
3. Simulation of the different control strategies on MG 

system. 
4. Active power and reactive power flows, Voltage, 
current, THD (total harmonic distortions) comparisons 
justified through simulation. 
 

 
Fig.3 Basic Architecture of MG 

 
The above Fig.3 shows the fundamental design of the 
MG; it comprising the picture voltaic cells and wind 
turbines are connected in Low voltage DC grid to take 
care of power management and power stability. These 
objectives converge the employment of distributed 
generation: renewable and cogeneration. The HRES 
hold promising applications in terms of distributed 
generation; they'll be used as another to grid-connected 
systems in remote inaccessible sites. Power may be 
generated supported the demand at any specific web site 
looking on the provision of resources. This cannot 
solely cut back the grid dependence however 
additionally facilitate United States of America in 
reducing the emission levels globally. 

 

V. Conclusion And Future Scope 

 
Despite of the optimization techniques wont to solve 
the output power management (OPC), a basic demand 
of the MG control is to assure a correct balance 

between the facility generated among a MG and also 
the load demand to avoid instability issues within the 
MG operation. There area unit forms of optimization 
techniques to style associate degree best energy 
management and control for MGs. From the prognostic 
perspective, the MPC is engaging for managing MGs, 
owing to its ability to control supported future 
behaviors of the system. In issues connected with 
power programing, that relay on forecasted values of 
demand and RES production, the MPC methodology 
would be terribly effective. To boot, the less inertia 
gift during a MG ought to be rigorously thought of the 
target of the droop control is to atone for instant match 
between scheduled power and power demanded by 
hundreds. A metric weight unit will maintain its power 
generation (constant if possible) whenever a master 
generation unit or the most grid handles the facility 
match. If 2 or a lot of DER units participate in grid 
stabilization and voltage regulation, the frequency-droop 
and voltage- droop management methods ought to be 
used. The methods are enforced by exploitation 
fractional order PIDcontroller, sli ppy mode controller 
and mathematical logic controller. 
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